Recently, code division multiple access (CDMA) has found wide-spread applications in various applications such as advanced wireless technologies and digital cellular communications. In this paper, we consider the error rate performance of asynchronous direct-sequence CDMA in a wireless radio communications environment that is characterized by Rayleigh multipath fading channels. Because of the system complexity, the performance of CDMA systems in such an environment is di cult to assess analytically without making restrictive assumptions. Monte Carlo simulations can o er an alternative performance evaluation tool. Unfortunately, in practice such an alternative is often limited by an excessive computational burden. Importance sampling is a variance reduction technique which can signi cantly reduce the computational cost required by Monte Carlo simulations. This paper will describe the basic principles behind this powerful technique. In particular, it will illustrate its use as a computationally e cient and accurate tool for computer-aided design and analysis of uncoded as well as coded CDMA in wireless communications.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade there has been considerable interest in using Monte Carlo simulation techniques for performance analysis of communications systems. This is mainly due to the fact that today's communications systems are much more complex than those of several decades ago. In particular, most of today's systems are typically operating in environments that are characterized by intersymbol interference, nonlinearities, multipath, fading, and a host of other degrading e ects. This leads to complex systems which makes analytical performance analysis based methods extremely di cult to apply. As a result, Monte Carlo simulations have often become the only feasible approach for many practical systems. Flexibility, and the ability to include system characteristics that are not amenable to analytical techniques are obviously two key reasons for the popularity of the Monte Carlo method.
In this paper, we consider the Monte Carlo simulation of asynchronous direct-sequence (DS) CDMA in a wireless radio communications environment that is characterized by Rayleigh multipath fading channels. In brief, CDMA is a spread-spectrum multiple-access technique which has recently received considerable interest in various applications including cellular mobile, personal, and optical communications [1] [2] [3] . Because of the system complexity, the evaluation of CDMA system's performance in terms of error rates is quite di cult and is often analytically intractable [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In particular, to evaluate the exact system bit error rates (BERs) and/or determine the accuracy of analytical approximations, Monte Carlo simulations must be used. However, in practice this technique often requires a large amount of computer time. For example, the Monte Carlo estimation of a BER of the order of 10 ?6 (within a 10% precision) requires more that 100,000,000 independent simulation trials. This ine ciency of Monte Carlo is actually more acute for the multi-user spread spectrum signals because the large resulting bandwidth also requires a large number of samples which leads to simulation run times that are even longer.
To alleviate these problems, here we propose to use a modi ed Monte Carlo technique that is often referred to as importance sampling [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . This is a variance reduction technique which has been recognized as a powerful tool for simulating low probability events. The basic idea is to use a simulation distribution to generate the random inputs that is di erent from the true distribution. To form an unbiased Monte Carlo estimator, one must weight the simulation data by an appropriate likelihood ratio which is called the importance sampling weight. This method is called \importance sampling" because simulations distributions which minimize the importance sampling estimator variance also tend to increase the relative frequency of the \important" events.
The objective of this paper is to illustrate the application of importance sampling to the e cient and accurate simulation of asynchronous DS spread spectrum multiple access systems employing binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. In particular, we will present di erent importance sampling methods for estimating the BERs of such systems over multipath fading channels with or without coding and when either speci c or random signature sequences are used. The proposed methods are featured as computationally e cient and accurate techniques which can prove to be as very useful and exible tools for performance evaluation, analysis, and/or design of DS spread spectrum multi-access communications systems. It must be noted that the application of importance sampling to DS/CDMA communications is not new and has been considered in previous studies (For instance, 3], 10], and 22]). However, the previous work was mainly for an AWGN channel and no error correcting coding was considered.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we will describe the CDMA system along with the multipath channel which will be modeled as a slowly varying, Rayleigh fading, discrete multipath channel. Section II also presents a brief background on importance sampling. Section III presents the proposed importance sampling biasing methodologies. Section IV presents some sample numerical results which illustrate the potential of the proposed IS methods. Finally, Section VI summarizes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES System Description
Consider a DS/CDMA system over a wireless communications environment where K users can asynchronously transmit over their multipath fading channels to a central base station in a star network con guration 8, 12, 13] . Each user is assumed to be using BPSK along with DS spread-spectrum modulation. The kth user rst generates data bits at a rate of 1=T bits per second. Its binary data signal, b k (t), and signature sequence signal, a k (t), are given by b k (t) = P 1 {=?1 b (k) { p T (t ? {T) and a k (t) = P 1 {=?1 a (k) { p Tc (t ? {T c ) where p (t) is a unit rectangular pulse on 0; ). That is, p (t) = 1 for 0 t < and p (t) = 0 otherwise. Likewise, b Then s k (t) = <efu k (t) e i2 fct g (1) where u k (t) = p 2P k b k (t) a k (t)e i k (2) P k is the kth user signal power, f c is the carrier frequency which will be assumed to be given by f c = m=T where m is an integer, and k is the carrier phase for the kth user.
Throughout, we shall assume a multipath Rayleigh-fading channel having a slow fading rate compared to the bit rate, so that the channel random parameters do not change signi cantly over consecutive bit intervals. We will also assume that the channel consists of a xed number of faded paths. Speci cally, the complex lowpass equivalent impulse response of the channel is given by 6] 
where (k) , (k) , and (k) are the`th path gain, delay, and phase for the kth user and L is the number of paths. A good approximation for L is L = b =T c c + 1 where is the maximum delay di erence and bzc is the largest integer that is less or equal to z.
Throughout, we will assume for each`and k that the path delay (k) to be an independent random variable that is uniform over 0; T]. Likewise, the path gains (k) will be assumed to be independent Rayleigh random variables with the average path power E (
] 2 for all k and`where is some given constant.
By combining (1) and (3) and using the convolutional integral, the received signal, which will be denoted as r(t), can then be expressed as
) a k (t ? (k) ) cos(! c t + (k) ) + n(t) (4) where n(t) is the channel noise which is assumed to be a white Gaussian noise process with single sided power spectral density N 0 . Likewise,
+ k , which will be assumed to be an independent random variable uniformly distributed over 0; 2 ], is the path phase of the received signal.
For simplicity, we shall restrict our consideration to the 1st user. Further, we will assume that the desired receiver can coherently recover the carrier phase and delay lock to the rst arriving desired signal.
Therefore, if we let X i denote the output of the correlator receiver matched to user 1 at the ith symbol interval t = iT. Then
T,`= 1; 2; :::; L, and k = 1; 2; :::; K. It can be easily shown that the continuous-time partial correlation functions de ned above can be expressed as
where`= b =T c c and Also note that since n(t) is a white noise Gaussian process, it follows that i is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance N 0 T=4.
Importance Sampling
This section brie y describes the basic principles of importance sampling. For simplicity, consider the estimation of an error probability of a digital communications system. Let I e (Z) denote the indicator random variable of the error event fZ 0g. That is, I e (Z) = 1 if Z 0. Otherwise, I e (Z) = 0. Then the Monte Carlo (MC) estimator for P e ,^ , is the sample mean estimator which simply counts the relative frequency of the event fZ 0g during N mc independent simulation trials and then estimates
where Z (1) ; Z (2) ; :::; Z (Nmc) are N mc iid random samples that are generated during the simulation trials from the density of Z, f z (:). The MC estimator as described above often requires a large number of simulation trials. This is especially true when the BERs are relatively small. 
where Z (1) ; Z (2) ; :::; Z (N is ) are now N is iid random samples that are generated from f z (:). The estimator (10), f z (:), and w(:) will be referred to as the IS estimator, IS density, and IS weight, respectively. (11) Then, N is is the minimum required number of simulation trials to obtain a 100 % accuracy. In order to minimize N is or equivalently maximize the computational e ciency, one only needs to minimize var I e (Z) w(Z)]. The optimal solution, f opt z (:), is actually trivial. Using Lagrange multiplier techniques, it is easy to show that the optimal choice f opt z (z) = 1 e (z) f z (z)= . This optimal solution is quite general.
In particular, it implies that good IS densities which achieve high computational e ciencies should be biased in a way that \forces" the \important" events (error events in this case) to occur more frequently.
Unfortunately, note that f opt z (:) is not practical as it assumes knowledge of which is precisely the unknown parameter that we are trying to estimate! Thus, the fundamental problem of IS is to nd an appropriate sampling density which tends to mimic the properties of the optimal sampling density. Thereby, achieving computational e ciencies compared to conventional MC simulations.
Currently, there are various methodologies for designing computationally e cient IS schemes. Among these, conventional IS, improved IS, and exponentional twisting are the most commonly used IS method- 1 Note that f z (:) is only constrained by the absolute continuity condition: f z (:) > 0 whenever fz(:) > 0. ologies 15, 19, 23] . In brief, conventional IS is a variance scaling method in which the IS density is obtained by simply increasing the variance of the underlying distribution. Improved IS consists of shifting the mean of the IS data so that the IS density is simply a mean translated version of the unbiased density. Finally, the exponential twisting method is motivated by the asymptotic of large deviations theory 23, 26] . In particular, the sampling density is chosen to be an exponentionally twisted density of the true underlying density. Interested readers are referred to 15], 19], and 26] for further details about these IS methodologies. For a general background on IS, the reader is referred to 25] for example.
III. IMPORTANCE SAMPLING FOR DS/CDMA SYSTEMS WITHOUT CODING
let P e denote the system BER for the rst user (Throughout this section, we can without loss of generality restrict out attention to the signaling interval 0; T) and set X X 0 ). Then Further, to simplify the notation we will assume that P k P for all k)
denote the desired user \self" interference, and Conventional Biasing Approach The probability of error as expressed in (12) or (15) ) where X (1) ; X (2) ; ; X (Lmc) are L mc iid random samples that are generated from the density function of X, f(x).
Recall that IS is a modi ed MC technique which, if properly implemented, can signi cantly reduce the required number of MC trials for a given accuracy. The IS estimator for P e is given bŷ
where X (1) ; X (2) ; ; X (L is ) are iid random samples that are generated from the IS density f (x) and w(x) = f(x)=f (x) is the IS weighting function.
A basic gure of merit in IS is the computational e ciency gain . Let L is and L mc denote the number of simulation runs required to estimate P e to some speci ed precision with IS and MC, respectively. Then = L mc =L is . A straightforward computation indicates that this quantity can be expressed as P e (1 ? P e ) R I e (x) w(x) f(x) dx ? P 2 e : (18) Thus, as long as w(x) 1 for all x in the error region, it follows that 1. As previously shown, the optimal sampling density f o (x), which is given by f o (x) = f(x) I e (x)=P e , is not practical. Thus, the practical problem is to nd suitable IS densities which \mimic" the properties of the optimal IS density. Thereby, making 1. A close observation of (5) indicates that a good biasing strategy, which tends to \force" errors to occur more frequently, can be constructed by \forcing" the desired signal term, D i as given by (6) , to be weaker. A better methodology is to generate X so that E X] 0. Thus our proposed conventional IS technique is as follows: During the`th simulation run, generate the random path gains (1) i from a new biased density f (1) i (:) in such a way that E (1) i ] < E (1) i ]. That is, select f (1) i (:) so that the mean of the path gain of the desired user, (1) i , under the IS model is smaller than the true model. This will clearly tend to weaken the desired signal, thereby, increasing the error rate. Once (1) i is generated, one then generates the remaining random path delays, path gains, and data symbols of all the users from an unbiased MC simulation model. Finally, we generate the additive white Gaussian noise term 
i T (1) i is the \desired signal" term of the decision statistic (5) . By doing so, one
guarantees that E X] 0 under the biased simulation model. Thereby, producing errors almost 50% of the time. Also note that in this case f (x) will be the product of a \conditionally" Gaussian distribution and f (1) i (:). Throughout this paper, we will restrict our consideration to two possible sampling densities for f (1) i (:). The rst one will be a Rayleigh density that is given by
i ) = (1) i is exp ?(
i ) (19) where 0 < is and u(:) is the unit step function. The parameter > 0 is actually the half average path power. That is, we have f (1) i ( (1) i ) = (1) i exp ?( 1) i ). The second candidate density will be an exponential density with mean E (1) i ] p =2. Speci cally, we let f (1) i ( (1) i ) = exp ? (1) i u( (1) i ) (20) where p 2=( ). In particular, if the sampling density (19) is used then our IS model will be referred to as the Rayleigh Mean Translation (RMT) method. On the other hand, if (20) is used then the IS model will be referred to as the Exponential Mean Translation (EMT) method. 
(1 
Semi-Analytical Biasing Approach Another possible approach for increasing the computational e ciency is through the use of Eqns.
(15) and (16) . Speci cally, note that that IS estimator for P e can be rewritten aŝ
where Z (1) ; ; Z (L is ) are now iid random samples from a new IS density f z (z) and the IS weight is w(z) = fz(z) f z (z) . It is easily shown that the IS estimator (23) is unbiased. That is, E P e ] = P e . The fundamental problem now is to select f z (:) in such a way as to minimize the variance ofP e and thus the overall computational burden. >From Jensen's inequality, it follows that the unconstrained optimal sampling density, f o (z), in this case is given by f o (z) = f z (z) P e (z)=P e . In fact, we have Var P e ] 0 if and only if f z (z) f o (z). Unfortunately, this \perfect" solution is not practical because it assumes knowledge of precisely the unknown parameter P e . Nonetheless, it does indicate certain features which \good" IS densities should have when (23) is used instead of (17) . For example, a good biasing density should concentrate its probability mass where P e (z) is relatively large. The intuition behind this is that the \important" terms in (15) are those events for which P e (z) is relatively large. These are precisely the terms which contribute most to the expectation (15) under the true simulation model. As a result, good sampling densities should increase the relative frequency of these \important" terms. Hence, the name \importance" sampling.
To illustrate how can one choose an appropriate IS density in the semi-analytical biasing approach, consider the conditional error probability P e (z) as given by (16) . A close observation of this equation indicates that the maximum value of P e (z) can be obtained when (1) 1 ? (S + M) is minimized. Also note that, for proper operation, the maximum value of the sum of the self and co-channel interference terms S and M should be less than the desired signal component at the output of the correlator receiver. Hence from (16), we conclude that we should have jS + Mj (1) 1 for all values of z. Thus, IS can be accomplished for example by biasing the density functions of S and M so that their sum is relatively large during the simulation runs compared to (1) 1 . This will obviously tend to produce more errors, thereby, producing large savings in the computational time required to achieve accurate BERs estimates. One possible biasing strategy can be as follows: For k = 1 and`= 2; 3; ; L; as well as, for k = 2; 3; ; K and`= 1; 3; ; L generate using an unbiased MC simulation model. Then, generate (k) for all k > 1 and for`= 1; 2; ; L using the following model: 
and > 0. A close observation to (7), (13) and (14) clearly indicates that the above simulation model will tend to \force" 
where 0 < is . Due to limited space, we will only consider the biasing of (1) 1 in the semi-analytical method numerical results. In particular, Section IV demonstrates that one can achieve signi cant computational gains when this biasing methodology is employed.
III. IMPORTANCE SAMPLING FOR CODED DS/CDMA COMMUNICATIONS
In the sequel, we will assume that the reader is familiar with convolutional codes, error events and the Viterbi algorithm. Without any loss of generality, we will restrict our attention to convolutional codes of rate R = 1/2. Moreover, we will assume that the correct path is the all-zero path. Next, consider the decision statistic (5) and assume that a convolutional encoder, which is assumed to be followed by an ideal interleaver, is employed so that the data b k (t) will denote the kth user data at the output of the interleaver. Hence, at the receiver the desired user channel symbols X i will then be decoded by a maximum likelihood soft/hard decision Viterbi decoder. As a result, it follows that the bit error probability is given by P e 4 = 1 X j=0 j P( j ju c ) (28) where f 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; :::g is a set of all error events emanating from a correct node at depth { = 0. In this representation, 0 denotes the trivial error event (that is 0 causes no bit errors) and j will be represented by its divergent branches u = (u j 1 ; u j 2 ; :::; u j L j ) where L j denotes the error event length. In particular, u c = (u c 1 ; u c 2 ; ) will denote the correct transmitted path, j will denote the number of bit errors caused by decoding j , j 6 = 0, instead of 0 and P( j ju c ) will denote the conditional probability of decoding j instead of u c given that the decoder has made a correct decode at time { = 0.
A powerful and accurate IS technique has been developed in 27] for simulating Viterbi decoders and later in 28] for simulating sequential decoders over the AWGN channel. The basic principle behind this method, which we will refer to as the error event simulation method, is that each simulation run produces precisely one simulated error event. Furthermore, for a given error event j with length L j , a non-stationary mean translation IS simulation model biases the channel up to L j in such a way that the decoder is \forced" to decode j instead of the correct transmitted path. IS is then used to e ciently evaluateP ( j ju c ), the IS estimator for P( j ju c ). P e can then be evaluated using (28) . In order to apply the EES in this application, we will use the following strategy: For a given error event j , we generate The density f x (x i ) above must be selected so that the IS e ciency is maximized. In the next section, we will show that by either using the EMT or RMT method (That is, generate X i using either the RMT or EMT methods) in conjunction with the error event simulation method as described above, one can obtain accurate BER estimates for coded DS/CDMA communications systems while signi cantly improving the computational e ciency of MC simulations.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some sample numerical results which illustrate the potential of applying IS to the simulation of DS spread spectrum multi-access systems over multipath fading channels. We begin by presenting IS results for uncoded DS/CDMA systems.
IS Results for Uncoded Systems
We begin by presenting IS results that were obtained using the semi-analytical technique. Fig. 1 also lists the conventional MC estimates of these BERs. By \conventional," we mean that the receiver is simulated as it is implemented in practice. That is, by simulating the transmission of a continuous stream of random information bits and simply computing the relative frequency of the output bit errors. This is an entirely di erent algorithm than our IS algorithm. Hence, this data can serve as a baseline for comparison. The close agreement between the IS and MC results is a clear indication of the accuracy of the proposed technique. This is further supported by the theoretical results of ideal BPSK over a single Rayleigh faded path which are also shown in Fig. 1 . We note that these theoretical results and the IS results listed in Fig. 1 
It is noted that both of these gures of merit can be easily estimated using sample mean and variance estimates. Further, note that maximizing the e ciency or minimizing the estimator's accuracy is the fundamental goal of any biasing methodology.
The BERs estimates listed in Fig. 1 corresponds to a Rayleigh fading channel with = ?13 dB. To obtain the IS results of Fig. 1 for instance, the semi-analytical method along the IS density (19) has been used. As an example, when is = ?38:95 dB and with only 10; 000 IS trials we have found that the BER estimate in Fig.1 , respectively. For comparison, we note that conventional MC simulations would require more than 385; 000 independent simulation trials in order to estimate this probability (within only a 10% accuracy)! It is also noted that the theoretical answer in this case, which corresponds to ideal BPSK over a single Rayleigh faded path, is 0:25 10 ?3 . The IS e ciency gain listed above demonstrates that the proposed IS methodology which involves the biasing of only the density of (1) 1 does indeed reduce the computational cost required to achieve accurate BERs estimates. However, recall that it is not necessary that the IS density be of the same form as the original unbiased density. Indeed, one can use the IS density (20) for example. Fig. 2 lists the IS computational e ciency gains and accuracies corresponding to the BERs estimates of the CDMA system of Fig. 1 as a function of the IS data mean when K = L = 1, b = 30 dB, and L is = 10; 000. There are three important information carried out in Fig. 2 . First, it appears that the important error events are those events corresponding to smaller values of (1) 1 . Thus, an exponential IS density with a relatively small mean should tend to \force" these events to occur more often and hence should be more e cient than the translated Raleigh IS density as shown in the gure. Second, although the IS estimator (23) is unbiased and should give us the true estimates as long as f z (:) is a valid density, one should be very careful in selecting the appropriate IS density. In particular, di erent accuracies and e ciency gain estimates will be achieved depending on the choice of the sampling density. Finally, note that Fig. 2 indicates that the computational e ciency gains achieved with the proposed IS approach can be very high. Now notice that the results listed in Fig. 1 were obtained when random signature sequences are used. Fig. 3 presents some sample IS results for DS/CDMA systems employing GOLD codes with period 63. 
and E b 2 E b .
The close agreement between the IS results and the Gaussian approximation is again indicative of the accuracy of the proposed IS method. However, notice that this approximation underestimates in general the system's BERs. This obviously leads to an overestimation of the number of simultaneously users for a given error probability. This observation about the Gaussian approximation is actually not new and has been observed in previous studies.
We now turn our attention to the conventional biasing approach as described earlier. Fig. 4 presents the IS computational e ciency gains and accuracies of the system in Fig. 2 when the RMT method is employed. In particular, using the same parameters as in Fig. 2 , we found thatP e = 0:251 10 ?3 when is = 0:5 10 ?4 (Hence, E
1 ] = 0:886 10 ?2 ). In this case, the IS accuracy and e ciency gains were estimated to be 1:29% and 2410, respectively, when a total of 10,000 IS simulation runs are used. For comparison, recall that for the same number of runs the semi-analytical method accuracy and e ciency gains estimates were 0:50% and 0:1617 10 5 , respectively. a typical behavior of the proposed biasing methodology; namely, the IS estimates accuracy curve has a convex-like shape. In particular, the optimum parameter value (which minimizes the accuracy) is mainly dependent on the value of E b =N 0 . It is also noted that the results listed in Fig. 6 are further summarized in Table 1 .
IS Results for Coded Systems
We begin by Fig. 7 which shows the IS accuracy plots for a coded communication system employing a memory 4 (constraint length 5) and rate 1=2 convolutional code. 5 These results were computed using the IS model (29) along with the rst 9 signi cant error events. Further, each error event probability estimate was obtained using only 1,000 IS simulation runs. As in the case of the uncoded system, These curves have a convex-like shape curves which clearly indicate that the best IS parameters depend on E b =N 0 and that an appropriate selection of the IS biasing parameter, is , can yield extremely accurate 4 The Gaussian approximation (31) assumes that the signature sequences are random. A similar expression can be obtained when speci c signature sequences are employed.
estimates for a given number of simulation runs. The results listed in Fig. 7 are again summarized in Table 2 .
The power and accuracy of our simulation techniques is further illustrated in Table 3 which compares conventional MC and IS results for a memory 4 and Rate 1/2 convolutional code with K = 2, L = 2, and = ?10 dB. This table lists the rst error event probabilities for the rst nine most signi cant error events. The MC estimates were obtained using 100,000 simulation runs per error event while the IS estimates were obtained using a biased Rayleigh density for (1) i (i.e., the density (19)) along with only 1,000 runs per error event. The results in this table clearly indicate the accuracy of our estimates. Table   4 gives further comparison between MC and IS for various values of K, L and E b =N 0 . In this Table, the IS estimates using the biased Rayleigh density for (1) i along with the EES method are denoted by RMT 6 whereas those obtained using an Exponential density for (1) i (i.e., the density (20) ) are denoted by EMT. The RMT and EMT estimates were obtained using 1,000 and 3,000 runs per error event, respectively. For comparison, the MC estimates were obtained using 100,000 simulation runs per error event. The results exhibit a close match of the estimates obtained using the three techniques with RMT outperforming the other two in the case of coded system.
Finally, Figs. 8 and 9 present some error probability estimate using the RMT method for a Rate 1/2 convolutional code with memory 4 and 7, respectively and with various values of K and L. These estimates were obtained using only 1,000 simulation runs per error event!
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper has considered the application of IS to the e cient and accurate simulation of asynchronous DS/CDMA in a wireless radio environment that is characterized by slowly varying, Rayleigh fading, discrete multipath channels. The paper has considered both uncoded and convolutionally coded communications systems. In the case of uncoded system, we have presented two IS strategies. The rst one is a conventional biasing approach which can be classi ed into two methods: The RMT method and the EMT method. The other strategy is a semi-analytical method which can also e ciently estimate the BERs of DS/CDMA systems. For the case of coded DS/CDMA communications systems, we have shown that the combination of the RMT and EMT methods along with the EES methods can be used e ectively in signi cantly improving the computational e ciency of MC simulation when used to estimate the performance of convolutionally coded DS/CDMA transmission systems. This study has also shown that the use of the Rayleigh mean translated sampling density in the case of the uncoded DS/CDMA communications system is not as good as the use of the exponential density. On the other hand, we found that the opposite is true in the case of a coded DS/CDMA system. This result can be explained by recalling that the key to a good design of an IS sampling density is to nd a density that produces \typical errors". That is, increase the relative frequency of the kinds of random inputs that one sees given that the error event has occurred. In brief, the sampling density should approximate the conditional probability law { conditioned on the error event. For an uncoded system, it is clear that the typical error event is characterized by a deep fade of the desired signal. The exponential density, having 6 Recall that our approach is basically a \conditional" mean translation IS methodology since i is generated from a biased mean translated Gaussian distribution that is conditioned on (1) i . most of it's mass concentrated near 0, clearly has this characterization. This is why EMT is superior to RMT for the uncoded system. For a coded system, the situation is quite di erent. The decoder error events typically occur because of certain patterns of badly corrupted code symbols. (This is precisely the philosophy behind error event simulation as described in 27].) With regards to the signal fading, we deduce that typical decoder error events are characterized by a pattern of moderate, not deep, fades. Indeed, a single deep fade would be correctable by the decoder, and multiple deep fades would be such a rare event as to not be a signi cant contributor to the overall error event probability. The RMT method will tend to produce the desired error event pattern of moderate fades, which explains the superiority of RMT to EMT for coded systems. Finally, one may argue that the development of only one IS method, which gives high e ciency gains, should be su cient. However, due to stability consideration of the sample variance Probability of Error, P e K=1, L=1, ρ=−13 dB K=2, L=2, ρ=−13 dB K=5, L=3, ρ=−10 dB 
